Global Access Launches Easy to Use
Photo Book Site
OREM, Utah, Aug. 3 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Global Access, a worldwide
technology provider, announced the launch of My Memories Cafe
(www.MyMemoriesCafe.com). This easy to use site allows people to choose from
different themes and templates to create photo books, photo prints, posters,
mugs, t-shirts, calendars, puzzles, mural tiles, and much more. The products
are then produced by a network of quality suppliers across the country and
shipped to the customer.

“I could not be more excited about My Memories Cafe,” said Teague Bengtzen,
President of Global Access. “The technology that powers the site has already
won numerous awards. In fact, it was voted easier and more fun to use than
Snapfish, Shutterfly and Kodak Gallery in an Info Trends survey.” (Ref: WebBased Digital Photo Applications: A Focus Group Assessment.)
The software is easy to use and has more features than its competitors. A
person can choose from different templates and themes to find their ideal
look. The person can simply click a button and the whole book will be created
for them or they can choose to make every page themselves. Included in the
site are many editing tools typically reserved for professionals. Some of
these tools include embellishments, layering (for a 3D look), photo editing,
journaling and much more.

Global Access was founded in 2005 and quickly built a reputation for building
advanced technologies to help companies automatically get their direct mail
printed and delivered more quickly. Global Access has 3 divisions: Card Cafe,
1:1 Specialists and My Memories Cafe.
Card Cafe (CardCafe.com) is a leading online greeting card Web site that
produces million of cards each year. 1:1 Specialists (1to1Specialists.com)
focuses on providing web-to-print technology to many different industries. My
Memories Cafe (MyMemoriesCafe.com) is an easy and fun site for creating photo
books and other photo items.
All referenced product names, and other marks, are trademarks of their
respective owners.
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